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V and Y Productions – TV production company case  
 

 

Background and industry definitions 
 
A large number of independent television (TV) production companies have been making TV 
programmes for transmission by TV broadcast companies in the UK and Europe for the last 30 
years. Independent TV production companies are generally referred to as “indies”.  
 
Some independent TV production companies specialise in their choice of programme content, 
such as comedy, drama, current affairs or documentaries. Independent TV production 
companies are usually commissioned by a TV broadcast organisation to make a series of 
programmes, to meet specific criteria and for an agreed fixed contract price.  
 
TV broadcast organisations include the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Channel 5 and Sky in the UK and 
other commercial broadcast organisations in other European countries. All of the programmes 
that these broadcast organisations transmit to the viewing public come from 3 sources. These 3 
sources are: 
 

1. “In-house” productions – where programmes are produced by their own production 
teams. “In-house” productions generally include news programmes, sports and events. 

 
2. “Acquired” programmes – which are programmes originally created for another 

broadcaster. Typically these include USA-made TV programmes and films. 
 

3. “Third party content providers” – this includes the range of programmes made by 
independent TV production companies. 

 
Some of the TV broadcast companies in Europe are listed companies, whereas others are state-
owned organisations. In the UK, the BBC is funded through a licence fee and it has an 
obligation to commission a minimum percentage of its programmes from independent 
production companies. It is currently exceeding the minimum percentage of commissioned 
programmes. 
 
This case study is based on the third category above, concerning the production of TV 
programmes by an independent TV production company. 
 
The definition of an independent TV production company (an “indie”) is a company which does 
not have a licence to broadcast programmes, but which is commissioned by TV broadcast 
companies to make TV programmes for transmission (both for transmission on terrestrial 
channels and satellite channels). 
 
The ability to make successful TV programmes is a mixture of good ideas, good production skills 
and the ability to sell the programme ideas to TV broadcasting companies. It is a very 
entrepreneurial industry which attracts highly skilled and artistic people. Many of the 
independent TV production companies are small businesses which are owned and managed by 
experienced TV production people. Most of these companies are private limited companies and 
are not listed. The shares are usually fully owned by the founder (s) of the company. Some 
independent TV production companies are highly geared, as debt has been used extensively to 
finance TV programme-making operations as well as to finance the capital expenditure required 
for the purchase of high technology programme-making equipment. 
 
A small number of TV production companies are larger and have established a good brand 
reputation by consistently making highly popular TV programmes. Many of these larger TV 
production companies (referred to as 'super-indies') make a large number of long-running series 
of TV programmes. 
 
The total value of commissioned programmes in the UK was over £2.0 billion in 2008, an 
increase of 2.5% in value terms from 2007. For example, the BBC commissions its programmes 
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from a range of independent TV production companies, and it commissions around 37% of its 
programme output from “indies”. The remaining output comprises programmes it makes itself 
and acquired programmes.  
 
Some of the independent TV production companies have an international division which sells its 
completed programmes, or the programme format, to TV broadcast organisations in other 
countries. However, the ability of the TV production companies to sell the programme, or the 
programme format, depends on who holds the intellectual property rights (IPRs). It is usual for 
the TV broadcast company which commissioned the programme in the first place to own the 
IPRs for the initial broadcast of the programme as well as secondary rights for repeat 
broadcasts in the home geographical region (such as the UK). The independent TV production 
company usually owns all (or part) of the IPRs for sales made to TV broadcast companies 
elsewhere in the world. In addition, the broadcast company may also own the IPRs (or share the 
IPRs) for other media apart from television, such as the programme website, books and 
merchandise including toys and T-shirts. The international sale of programmes is explained 
further on page 10. 
 

V and Y Productions Ltd 
 
V and Y Productions (VYP) is an independent TV production company (an “indie”). The 
company was established in 2003 by two experienced TV programme directors who previously 
both worked directly for TV broadcast companies in the UK. 
 
VYP is based in the UK and it makes TV programmes commissioned by the BBC, ITV, Channel 
4 and Channel 5. VYP is not listed on either a main stock exchange or the Alternative 
Investment Market (AIM). 
 
The aim of VYP is to make successful programmes for profit. 
 
The 2 founders of the company, Steve Voddil and John Young, are both experienced 
programme makers, who have held programme director roles when they worked as employees 
for TV broadcast companies. They both wanted the freedom to do what they do best, which is to 
make TV programmes. The company was established in 2003, with only 12 employees, but now 
employs 60 people directly and outsources much of the routine TV production work to other 
small specialised companies. The outsourced companies provided VYP with the equivalent of 
around 400 person years of work in the year ended 31 March 2010. More details are shown in 
the section headed “Programme-making” on page 8. 
 
The key employees in the company, who own shares in VYP, in addition to Steve Voddil and 
John Young, are Raj Shah and Paul Maas who are Directors of Videotape (VT) Editing, Janet 
Black, who is the Finance Director and Les Fisher, the Business and Legal Affairs Director. 
 
A summary of VYP’s key personnel is shown in Appendix 1 on page 14. 
 
The reputation of VYP is intrinsically linked to its people, especially Steve Voddil and John 
Young. They both are actively involved in winning new commissioned programmes from the 
broadcasting company, and they work alongside the relevant TV programme director who is 
proposing the programme idea. In this industry it is the people and their reputation and track 
record that determines the company’s success. 
 
VYP enhanced its reputation last year with several new series of programmes which were 
considered to be successful in terms of audience viewing figures. During the last 3 years VYP 
has won several TV programme awards which recognised the content of its programmes was 
excellent or innovative. VYP has established a reputation for the production of documentaries 
which allow the general public to make their views known on topical issues. 
 
VYP generated total revenues of £28.6 million in the financial year ended 31 March 2010, which 
was almost 39% growth in total revenues from the previous year. This resulted in VYP having a 
market share of commissioned TV programmes in the UK of around 1.4%. There are hundreds 
of small independent TV production companies making programmes, and therefore this is a 
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reasonable share of the market. This places VYP within the top 20 companies making TV 
programmes in the UK. 
 
An extract from VYP’s Statement of Comprehensive Income is shown in Appendix 2 on page 
16. 
  

Programme commissioning 
 
Programme commissioning is concerned with the stages that are undertaken by an independent 
TV production company, such as VYP, with any of the broadcast companies for which it wishes 
to make TV programmes. In the past there were some TV production companies which made 
“pilot”, or trial, programmes in order to sell the programme concept. This is rarely done now due 
to cost. All of the TV programmes made by VYP are commissioned and contracted with a 
broadcast company before the production of the programme commences. The risk of a series of 
programmes being poorly accepted by its viewers lies entirely with the broadcast company 
which commissioned the series of programmes. This results in broadcast companies being 
cautious about which TV production companies, and which style of programmes, they decide to 
commission.  
 
There are 3 steps in the process of getting a programme, or a series of programmes, 
commissioned. These are: 
 

1. Programme proposal submission. VYP will submit a programme proposal to the chosen 
broadcast company for approval of the programme content. This proposal will detail the 
genre of the programme (drama, comedy, documentary etc), the programme content 
and the number of programmes in a series. A re-commissioning of programmes (where 
a previous series has already been commissioned, made and transmitted) will often be 
approved quickly if the previous, or first, series was successful. Success is usually 
determined by externally audited audience rating figures. 

 
2. Business approval. VYP will submit to the relevant broadcast company the detailed 

budget for making the programme, or series of programmes, for approval. Broadcast 
companies do not negotiate these proposed costs on a line-for-line basis if the total cost 
falls within their “cost per hour” criteria for the genre of the proposed programmes. The 
factors that will influence approval of the budget will be the style of the programme and 
whether outside filming will be required, the location of any filming, as well as the fees 
required for any famous actors for the programmes. A new influence on costs is the use 
of computer generated imaging or computer graphics. 

 
3. Contract approval. This stage is reached when all aspects of the programme content 

and the budgets for the programme(s) have been approved by the broadcast company. 
It is only after contracts have been signed with the respective broadcast company that 
VYP can start to make the programme and the contracted revenue is paid to VYP. For 
most commissioned programmes, the full contracted revenue is paid to VYP soon after 
contracts are agreed. 

 
When VYP has agreed a contract with a broadcast company for a commissioned programme, or 
series of programmes, then the actual costs incurred in the making of the programme are the 
responsibility of VYP. The profit, or loss, for each programme is determined by the difference 
between the contracted commissioned revenue and the actual costs incurred by VYP in the 
making of the programme. This therefore puts the emphasis of cost control with VYP. 
 
In terms of cash flow, most of the broadcast companies fund part, or all, of the contracted 
commissioned revenue at the time the programme is commissioned.  In other words, the 
broadcast company funds the programme production and pays for the finished programme 
before it is made. There are some exceptions, for example, when a programme is 
commissioned and is not expected to go straight into production. 
 
There has been an increasing trend for broadcast companies to delay funding for commissioned 
programmes, which has put VYP and other independent production companies under cash flow 
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pressure. However, usually the funding for making the programmes is provided within weeks of 
the contracts being signed for new commissioned programmes.  
 
The elapsed time from approaching a broadcast company through to signing contracts varies 
considerably. It is usual for the process to take 8 to 12 weeks. For larger, more expensive 
programme proposals, the process can take far longer. The minimum time is usually 6 weeks. 
 
The time taken from signing contracts for a commissioned programme to completion of the 
finished programme also varies considerably. The average time is around 6 months. Some 
programmes take only 2 months, whereas others, such as some documentary or drama 
programmes, take over 1 year to complete the production of the entire commissioned series of 
programmes.  
 
Some programmes require a script to be written, such as scripted comedy programmes or 
drama programmes. VYP will not outsource script writing until the programme is commissioned. 
Therefore, the making of scripted programmes takes longer, as the programme cannot go into 
production until the script is complete and been agreed. There is also the problem that the 
required actors may not be immediately available.  
 
The broadcasting of programmes by the broadcast company which commissions them also 
varies and is outside the control of VYP. The contract is fulfilled when VYP hands over the 
finished programme on the required media (usually on a broadcast quality videotape). 
 
The fee paid for commissioned programmes varies by the programme genre and also the 
anticipated transmission time of the programme by the broadcast company. Programmes that 
are transmitted in “Peak” viewing times can command a higher fee. “Peak” viewing times in 
Europe are defined as 17.30 to 24.00 every evening. 
 
There is higher commissioned revenue for making programmes that are to be transmitted in 
“Peak” times, because higher numbers of viewers are watching TV at these times. Additionally, 
there are greater advertising revenues generated by the commercial channels at “Peak” viewing 
times. Almost all of VYP’s programmes are made for transmission in “Peak” viewing times. 

 
It is the responsibility of each of VYP’s programme directors to come up with ideas for new 
programmes and to develop these ideas with either of the 2 Managing Directors, Steve Voddil 
and John Young. It is vitally important that Steve Voddil and John Young nurture the artistic and 
visionary skills the programme directors have in identifying suitable programmes to make. 
 
After the programme director has firmed up on the idea, the programme proposal is put before 
the monthly VYP commissioning committee, which is chaired by Sara Mills, as Head of 
Programme Commissioning. She has huge experience of what type of programme she can 
approach a broadcast company with, to try to get it commissioned. Sara Mills is always very 
nervous about new programme proposals, as there is a fine line between what is innovative and 
what will attract the majority of viewers. It is always a balancing act, for example, between new 
types of humour in a comedy programme and ensuring that the audience will be amused, rather 
than offended. 
 
When a programme idea has been developed into a workable format for a programme, then the 
programme director will work with Sara Mills and her small team to get the idea ready in a 
detailed proposal format. This detailed proposal will then be used to market the programme idea 
to one of the broadcast companies. A detailed programme budget will be prepared to cover all 
aspects of the making of the programme. This will show details of all of the outsourced work and 
outsourced facilities, for which standard daily rates will be used for estimating purposes. It will 
also include the costs associated with VYP’s programme-making employees and the use of 
VYP’s in-house facilities which will be used for making the programme. 
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Programmes made by VYP 
 
VYP produces 4 programmes genres. These are: 
 
1. Documentaries - defined as programmes which are informative to the viewing audience. 
 
2. Drama series – these are a series of programmes, usually transmitted once a week, which 

have regular characters and tell a continuing storyline. 
 
3. Scripted comedy programmes - defined as programmes which are intended to amuse and 

entertain the viewing audience, and which retain the same characters but have a variety of 
short storylines each week. 

 
4. General entertainment programmes – these vary considerably from quizzes, to cookery 

programmes to comedy. 
 
VYP established its reputation in comedy and entertainment with several series of popular 
programmes. It has made several series of documentary programmes and some have won TV 
awards many times over the last 7 years. Broadcast companies have identified that there has 
been a renewed interest from viewers for documentary programmes in Peak viewing time. The 
specific requirement from broadcast companies is for documentary programmes to be both 
informative and entertaining. VYP has gained some new commissions for documentary 
programmes as it is experienced in this area of TV programme-making. 
 
During the last year VYP was commissioned to make 2 drama series. Prior to these 2 drama 
series, VYP had not made this genre of programme. These drama series have been popular 
and have attracted high numbers of viewers. VYP incurred large initial costs with these 2 new 
series of programmes, which resulted in lower margins than had been planned. This is shown in 
Appendix 4 on page 18. 
 
In the last financial year ended 31 March 2010, VYP has completed a total of 197 programmes, 
varying in length from 26 minutes to 58 minutes. The average revenue per hour achieved by 
VYP in the last financial year was around £225,000. The 197 programmes completed in the year 
ended 31 March 2010, represented a total of 121.3 hours of broadcast time, and included a 
range of commissioned series of programmes. 
 
The analysis of programmes completed, by each of the 4 genres, in the financial year ended 31 
March 2010 is shown in Appendix 3 on page 17. 
 
The profit, or loss, made on each programme is recognised when each programme is completed 
(rather than the completion of the commissioned series of programmes) and this occurs when 
each programme is sent to the broadcast company which commissioned it. When the 
programme is actually transmitted is not relevant to VYP for accounting purposes. However, any 
additional revenues payable to VYP for repeat transmissions are recognised in VYP’s accounts 
when the revenues become due, in accordance with the contract for each commissioned 
programme. 

 
Commissioned programmes revenue per hour 
 
A key statistic for TV broadcast companies is the “cost per hour” of programmes transmitted. 
This is defined as the cost per hour of output from the TV broadcast companies’ perspective. 
This is the same as the “revenue per hour” from the viewpoint of VYP, which makes some of the 
programmes for the TV broadcast companies.  
 
The commissioning revenue for each programme will be determined by 2 factors: 
 

 The genre of the programme being commissioned 

 The length of each commissioned programme 
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Programmes are made to “fit” into a 30 minute or 60 minute “transmission slot”. Depending on 
whether the broadcast company is going to insert advertising breaks or programme promotion 
trailers into the programme, the finished contracted length of a programme will usually be 
between 26 minutes and 29 minutes long for a 30 minute transmission slot and between 52 
minutes and 58 minutes long for a 60 minute transmission slot. 
 
The indicative commissioned revenue per hour is the amount that each of the broadcast 
companies is willing to spend and it is determined by the genre of the programme. For example, 
a documentary will be expected to have commissioning revenue per hour of between £100,000 
and £300,000 for a programme to be broadcast in Peak viewing times. In contrast, the indicative 
commissioning revenue for a scripted comedy programme is between £200,000 and £400,000 
per hour. Therefore for illustrative purposes, if the commissioned revenue for a programme is 
£300,000 per hour and the contract is to make a programme that is 26 minutes long, the 
contracted revenue will be £130,000 per programme (i.e. £300,000 / 60 minutes x 26 minutes). 
 
The control of programme-making costs, to ensure that the costs do not exceed the contracted 
commissioned revenue to VYP, lies entirely with VYP. The commissioned revenue is considered 
by the broadcast company to be adequate to provide a profit to VYP of around 10% on 
commissioned revenue. 
 
If a programme, or series of programmes, is successful, the TV broadcast company which 
commissioned the programme is likely to commission a second or subsequent series of 
programmes. This is called re-commissioning. The fees payable to VYP for re-commissioned 
programmes tend to be 10% to 20% lower than the original fees. This is to reflect the savings 
represented by factors such as: 
 

 The studio “sets” having already been designed and made  

 Ideas and research having already been conducted 

 Experience from making the programmes in the previous series leading to further 
efficiencies on subsequent programmes. 

 
VYP finds re-commissioned programmes a challenge to be able to keep within the reduced 
budget and to maintain programme standards. However, re-commissioned programmes 
represent a growing proportion of VYP’s revenues. 
 

VYP’s equipment, manpower and premises 
 
VYP, as a small independent TV production company, cannot afford to fully equip itself to make 
TV programmes at its own rented premises. This would not be cost effective due to the high cost 
of equipment. Therefore VYP does not own any studios or employ any videotape (VT) crews for 
VT filming, although VYP does have 4 VT editing suites and employs VT editors to work with 
programme directors, editing together the final finished programme. 
 
VYP’s skills lie with its creative and artistic programme-making people. These employees are 
skilled programme makers who contract to bring in the required people to help with the making 
of a programme and hire the required facilities. Therefore, VYP outsources much of the actual 
programme-making to other people, some of them are freelance individuals and some are small 
specialised companies. 
 
As soon as a programme, or series of programmes, is commissioned, VYP will recruit the array 
of freelance and outsourced skills which are required to make those programmes. These 
freelance people and facilities will be hired only for the specific time required to make the 
programme and then their short-term contracts will end. Everything is focused on the skills and 
facilities required to make each commissioned programme. 
 
Of VYP’s 60 employees, 16 are involved in HR, finance, administration and contract handling 
work. The remaining 44 employees are directly involved in programme-making activities. These 
44 employees include all of the Executive Directors of VYP. 
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The success of VYP is based on nurturing creativity and solid personal relationships with key 
members of staff. Programme directors and producers receive performance bonuses based on 
several factors, including meeting agreed programme-making budgets, but more importantly on 
the success of their programmes. Any programme nominated or receiving an award results in 
bonuses payable and performance related bonuses are additionally payable for repeat 
commissions and also for viewing figures exceeding those expected for the genre of the 
programme. It is important that programme makers are rewarded well in order to retain their 
skills and keep them loyal to VYP. 
 
Over the last 7 years only a handful of programme directors and producers have left VYP, and 
these have all been by mutual agreement. The remaining programme-making employees have 
grown in confidence as the company has grown. Steve Voddil, in particular, is excellent at 
fostering and building team spirit. The positive atmosphere at VYP is a strength of the company. 
 
The one area that the programme directors felt should be retained “in house” is videotape (VT) 
editing. A VT editor is a skilled individual who can help contribute to the success of the 
programmes using his experience and intuitive skills of what to leave in, or edit out, of the 
finished programme. The VT editor reviews all of the VT recorded for each programme, often 10 
times the length of the required finished programme. The VT editors that VYP employs work 
closely with the programme directors to achieve the desired finished programme. It is logistically 
convenient to have this function within VYP’s offices. 
 
The company initially had just 2 VT editing suites and outsourced the rest of the VT editing. 
During 2009, a further 2 editing suites were purchased and installed at VYP’s offices as its 
existing editing suites were almost always fully utilised. Sometimes, due to high demand at 
certain times, external VT editing suites need to be hired by VYP on a daily basis. 
 
The company rents its single Head Office which provides office space for its employees, as well 
as for the 4 VT editing suites. 
 

Programme-making 
 
Like many independent TV production companies, VYP’s success lies with the people involved 
in all stages of making a programme. This starts with the programme concept and the 
programme genre. There are many considerations that will influence the type of programme and 
its cost profile, such as: 
 

 Will the programme be recorded in a TV studio, or will outside “filming” be involved? It 
should be noted that all outside “filming” no longer uses “film”, but instead uses broadcast 
quality VT and the use of a VT crew, although it is commonly referred to as “outside filming” 

 Will the programme involve the use of actors or famous personalities, whose fees will affect 
the overall costs considerably?  

 Will there be extensive use of computer imagery or graphics?  
 
VYP employs TV programme directors and producers to make its TV programmes. However, 
the bulk of TV programme-making is outsourced to experienced freelance people.  
 
The programme director is the creative head and leads the team making the programme and 
who sometimes (but not always) has initiated the original programme idea. 
 
The programme producer, and his or her production team, manages the production work for the 
programme. This involves planning the work and resources required and arranging for all of the 
bookings of outsourced people and outsourced facilities, such as studios and VT crews for 
outside filming. The producer and his staff manage the programme budget, supported by Janet 
Black’s finance staff. 
 
The finished quality of VYP’s programmes is influenced by the skills of the programme director, 
whereas the cost of the programme is managed by the producer. There is often a conflict 
between what the programme director wants and what the producer can afford. It is the 
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producer who manages the agreed programme budget and the outsourced production staff, in 
order to make the programme idea come to fruition within budget. 
 
VYP outsources many of the constituent parts of making the TV programmes it has had 
commissioned, to outsourcing specialist companies. VYP tends to work with the same freelance 
people and some small companies work exclusively for VYP.  
 
During the financial year to the end of March 2010, VYP outsourced the equivalent of around 
400 person years of work to a range of external specialised freelance individuals and small 
companies. 
 
For programmes that require the use of a TV studio, VYP rents a suitably sized and equipped 
studio. Studios are usually rented by the day, but sometimes block-bookings are made for some 
of the comedy and drama programmes that it makes. VYP’s bookings department will hire the 
most suitable studio available at the lowest cost for the exact day, or days, that it is required. For 
example, in the UK, a programme that VYP has been commissioned to make for Channel 5 
could be made in a studio hired from the BBC. There are no rules concerning where the 
programme is made. VYP’s bookings department will always try to maximise studio facilities to 
meet the needs of the programme, whilst minimising the cost of hiring the studio facilities. 
 
Studio time is very expensive and furthermore setting up of a studio with all of the necessary 
programme specific sets and lighting is time consuming. Therefore, VYP often block-books a 
studio for several days at a time, or even for 2 weeks at a time. For example, for a scripted 
comedy or a general entertainment programme, VYP will always plan to complete all of the 
studio work for at least one 26 minute programme in one day in the studio. For a drama series, a 
studio will be booked for several weeks and all of the studio work is recorded with scenes from 
programmes often being recorded out of sequence. Therefore in a block period, all of the studio 
scenes are recorded and will be edited together at the end, after all outside VT filming has been 
completed. 
 

Computer graphics 
 
Computer graphics are used widely in TV programmes and VYP has a small number of highly 
skilled employees who enjoy the challenges of finding innovative and often amusing ways to 
grab the audience’s attention at the start of its programmes. 
 
The use of computer graphics within documentary programmes, in particular, has appealed to 
the commissioning TV broadcast companies as well as their viewers. 
 
VYP has a computer graphics software package and has skilled graphics technicians who can 
create many effects. For certain specialised computer graphics effects, the technicians use 
outsourced specialist facilities to produce the desired effects. The graphics technicians who are 
employed by VYP are keen for the company to invest in a new software package.  
 

Programme costing 
 
Unlike accounting in most companies, which is focused on sales and costs incurred on a 
monthly basis, accounting and cost control in VYP is all orientated on a project basis. This is 
where each commissioned programme (or series of programmes) is controlled and reported on 
as a separate project. Costs are reported on the basis of costs incurred for each commissioned 
programme(s) in the month and cumulatively, irrespective of the financial year. Forecast costs 
for completion of the programmes are also prepared. In this way, all costs for the programme 
can be monitored against budget. 
 
VYP holds weekly programme management meetings, as well as monthly management 
meetings, in which finance and TV production staff are involved, with a view to ensuring that the 
costs for each commissioned programme remain within budget. There have been some 
instances over the last year where the agreed programme budget was exceeded. This was due 
to poor control by the programme producer and his production staff over the bookings required 
for outsourced freelance programme-making people and outsourced facilities. Furthermore, the 
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inaccurate forecasting of the remaining work and costs to complete the programmes, prepared 
by the programme producer and his production staff, resulted in the cost over-runs not being 
identified until the programmes were completed. 
 

International sales of programmes by VYP 
 
Most of the programmes that VYP makes are commissioned by TV broadcast companies which 
retain the intellectual property rights (IPRs) for transmission in the UK. However, VYP usually 
own the IPRs for sale of the programme in its finished format for the rest of the world. Much 
depends on the broadcast company which commissioned the programme and the actual 
contract. Sometimes, the revenue for international sales of the programme are shared with the 
broadcast company which commissioned the original programme, even though it is VYP’s 
people who generate the interest and actually sell the programme to a broadcast company 
elsewhere in the world. 
 
Alternatively, it is possible to sell the international IPRs for the programme format. This usually 
involves allowing the use of the same set design or the style of the programme. The purchaser 
of a programme format would be a broadcast company in another country, such as Australia, 
which will then write its own scripts, and have its own presenters, but will make the programmes 
using the acquired IPRs for the programme format. 
 
VYP did not sell its programmes internationally until 2007. Tom Harrison, the Head of 
International Sales, had previously worked for another independent TV production company and 
was head-hunted into VYP to generate international sales. He has been successful in achieving 
sales of programmes and programme formats to several countries, including the USA.  
 
In the financial year ended 31 March 2010, Tom Harrison achieved international sales of £1.3 
million. His contract of employment includes a performance related bonus of 5% of all 
contracted international sales revenues. 
 
The expenditure that VYP incurs in respect of international programme sales include legal costs 
in connection with the contracts for the sales and travel and staff costs for Tom Harrison and his 
small support team. The international sales of VYP programmes generate a high profit margin.  

 
VYP’s IT systems 
 
VYP runs a nominal ledger and fixed assets register which uses a popular accounting software 
package. The finance department raises sales invoices for programmes immediately they are 
commissioned. The revenue for commissioned programmes is treated as a prepayment in the 
accounts until the programme is completed. 
 
The programme producer is responsible for the programme budget. Each programme, or series 
of programmes, has a project number to which all costs are coded and reported against, as in 
project costing. VYP’s employee costs for programme-making employees are chargeable 
against the relevant programmes based on the number of days they work on each programme. 
The costs for programme-making employees are charged based on the overall cost per day for 
each type of employee. The employee cost per day charges are reviewed annually. All Head 
Office overhead costs that are not allocated directly to programmes are charged to programmes 
based on a standard charge, allocated on the basis of the number of production days for each 
programme. 
 
The company has a standard purchase ledger package that interfaces directly with the nominal 
ledger. The bookings for freelance people or outsourced facilities must commence with the 
completion of a purchase order, authorised by the producer for the relevant programme. All 
invoices are then matched with the original order, and where the actual charges agree to the 
original order, the paperwork is processed within the finance department without having to 
trouble the programme producer for further authorisation. 
 
At the end of each accounting period, reports on the actual programme costs for the month and 
cumulative costs for the programme are emailed to each of the programme producers. This 
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report also shows the detailed programme budget against each of the cost headings. The 
reports are used for 2 purposes: 
 

 To prepare a list of cost accruals for work completed to date, but which has not yet been 
invoiced to VYP.  

 

 To allow each producer to check and closely monitor actual programme costs against 
budget.  

 
VYP uses a database system for the submission of forecast costs. This allows the producers to 
input the forecast costs that will be incurred to the end of the completion of each programme, 
with an analysis of costs by month. The finance department uses this data to prepare financial 
forecasts for each financial year as well as a forecast for each commissioned programme, 
irrespective of whether or not it spans a financial year end. The emphasis of cost control is 
against the agreed budget for each programme or series of programmes rather than against 
annual budgets.  
 
As programmes are commissioned and contracted, each producer will have several programme 
budgets that he or she is responsible for. The value of the total budget each producer controls 
varies continuously by month and between financial years, as everything is dependent on the 
individual programme budgets. The producer controls the budgets for programmes currently 
being made. Most of VYP’s producers manage their planning and control of programme costs 
using spreadsheets. 

 
Reduced commissioning revenues 
 
In the current economic environment, the revenues generated for the commercial TV broadcast 
companies from advertising have been substantially reduced. This has affected the 
commissioning revenues that the commercial TV broadcast companies are prepared to pay 
independent TV production companies, including VYP, for commissioned programmes. 
Additionally, the BBC, which is not funded by advertising revenue in the UK, has reduced its 
programme commissioning revenues in order to meet internal funding constraints. 
 
Over the last year VYP has seen a reduction in the commissioned revenue per hour for 
programmes of a comparable composition and genre compared to the previous year. For 
example, the average commissioned revenue per hour for documentary programme in the year 
ended 31 March 2010 was £184,100 (as shown in Appendix 3 on page 17), whereas in the 
previous year it was around £215,000 per hour, a reduction of over 14%.  
 
Furthermore, the revenues for re-commissioned programmes (second and subsequent series) 
which is usually 10 to 20% lower than the first series, has also been reduced. VYP has seen a 
reduction of 20 to 25% in the last 3 series of programmes that it has recently had re-
commissioned. 
 
However, VYP has been able to cut the level of fees that it pays to some of the artists and 
presenters used in its programmes. This has generated savings which have been used to 
finance other parts of the programme budget. 
 
Programme directors and production staff are frustrated that the level of cost reduction has led 
to economies and efficiency savings which have affected the finished quality of the programme. 
However, some of the TV broadcast companies have countered this argument, stating that the 
viewing public will not necessarily notice the difference in programme quality. 
 
Overall, VYP has seen its average operating profit margin on commissioned revenue fall from 
10.1% in the year ended 31 March 2009 to 9.4% in the year ended 31 March 2010.  
 
The analysis of margins by programme genre is shown in Appendix 4 on page 18. 
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Cost reduction and quality targets 
 
Both Steve Voddil and John Young are aware of the falling margins achieved in the last financial 
year ended 31 March 2010. Operating profit margins fell to 9.4 % as a direct result of lower 
commissioning revenues. This has occurred across most programme genres. VYP is aware that 
it needs to work even harder to secure contracts for new commissioned programmes as well as 
to secure commissions for returning series of programmes. VYP also recognises the need to 
make its programmes to tighter programme budgets. 
 
The reduction in commissioning revenues puts VYP under increasing pressure to make cost 
effective programmes. However, the programme directors argue that not all of the emphasis 
should be based on cost effectiveness, as VYP needs to maintain its reputation for delivering 
high quality programmes. 
 
The Joint Managing Directors, Steve Voddil and John Young, consider that the best way forward 
in this competitive market is to do what they set out to do when the company was established 7 
years ago. That is to create innovative programme ideas that will appeal to its target audiences. 
In this way the programme is likely to be successful in terms of audience viewing figures. 
Making successful programmes profitably is VYP’s main aim. If programmes are successful then 
VYP is more likely to secure future programme commissions and also be well positioned for 
securing re-commissions for subsequent series of programmes. 

 
Share ownership 
 
VYP is a private limited company and is not listed on any stock exchange. It has 10 million 
shares in issue, each of £1 par value. The shares are held as follows: 
 

 Number of 
shares held at 
31 March 2010 

Percentage 
shareholding 

 
 
Steve Voddil 

Million 
 

3.0 

% 
 

30 
John Young 3.0 30 
Raj Shah 1.0 10 
Paul Maas 1.0 10 
Les Fisher 1.5 15 
Janet Black 0.5  5 

 
Total 

 
10.0 

 
100 

 
The company has an authorised share capital of 20 million shares. 
 
The company is now generating reasonable profits and strong cash flows. The VYP Board 
declared dividends for the first time during 2009. A total dividend of £0.9 million was paid to the 
equity shareholders during 2009. 
 
Both of the Managing Directors are keen for some of the other key employees to share in the 
profits of the company. They are considering whether a few more of the senior employees 
should become shareholders in VYP. 
 

Charity and community work undertaken by VYP 
 
Steve Voddil has been involved for many years in making documentary programmes concerning 
natural disasters around the world, as well as documentaries about the plight of child labour. 
Having seen these upsetting images first hand, he was determined to do something more than 
simply report them through the media of TV. He has convinced the Board of VYP to donate 
money on a regular basis to several recognised charities that support his chosen causes. During 
the last financial year, VYP donated a total of £128,000. This is included in operating costs. 
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John Young is concerned that there are few positions available in TV now for young people to 
gain training or an insight into how TV programmes are made. He has set up a scheme which 
allows school children access to view VT filming of certain programmes several times each year. 
The scheme involves schoolchildren from 20 schools across the UK. This scheme costs VYP 
around £24,000 each year in total. It has generated much interest and 2 young people who were 
particularly interested in making TV programmes are currently studying for degrees in media 
and journalism. VYP is keeping a close eye on their progress and may offer them a full-time 
junior position with the company when they graduate. 
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Appendix 1 
 

VYP’s key personnel 
 

Non-executive Chairman – Ravi Patel 
Ravi Patel, aged 48, has worked with Steve Voddil and John Young for many years and is a 
trusted friend and experienced TV producer. He has taken on the Non-executive Chairman role 
as he brings a wealth of experience and knowledge of the industry. He has been an advisor to 
the founders and current Joint Managing Directors for the last 7 years. 
 
Joint Managing Directors – Steve Voddil and John Young 
Steve Voddil 
Steve Voddil, aged 39, worked for one of the commercial broadcast companies for 10 years 
following his undergraduate degree in journalism. He has always had a flair for identifying a 
different angle to make a documentary programme, which catches the viewers’ attention. He 
was a programme director of in-house made programmes for a broadcast company for several 
years. After winning several awards for his documentaries and establishing his reputation in the 
industry, he was determined to set up his own business. However, he was too busy making 
programmes to take this step and it was not until he met John Young, that he decided to 
establish VYP 7 years ago. 
 
John Young 
John Young, aged 43, came from a similar background to Steve Voddil, except that he trained 
and worked for a TV broadcast company, initially as a graphic designer and later as a 
programme director. He was frustrated working for this TV broadcast company which did not 
allow him the freedom to make decisions on programme formats and content. He felt that he 
was in the role as programme director which should have allowed him control over the 
programme, but in practice he had limited authority. His area of experience was in scripted 
comedy programmes, where the quality of the script usually determined the success of the 
programme, rather than his skills as a programme director. He wanted to make a move into 
programme-making on his own to further satisfy his creative desires. He is very artistic and 
creative and has also won TV programme awards and admits that he is no good at managing 
budgets. Following a chance meeting with Steve Voddil in 2002, and subsequent planning 
meetings, they both formed the idea of establishing VYP as an independent TV programme-
making company, which became operational in 2003. 
 
Finance Director – Janet Black 
Janet Black, aged 36, is a CIMA qualified accountant who has worked in a number of industries 
and was the Finance Director for a small music video production company before she joined 
VYP. She was recruited based on a recommendation by the Non-executive Chairman, who had 
heard of her tough reputation. Janet Black has to work alongside talented artistic people, most 
of whom have a weak understanding of the financials and who often are not interested in 
controlling costs. This was just the type of person that Steve Voddil and John Young recognised 
they needed for the company they were setting up. They recruited Janet Black and gave her a 
small shareholding in the company. She has proved her worth over the last 7 years and has 
instilled good financial control over VYP’s programme-making. Janet Black has responsibility for 
all finance and administration functions. This includes the booking managers, who book all of 
the outsourced people and facilities required for making programmes. Her small finance team 
works closely with the production team for each programme to closely monitor and control costs 
against the agreed programme budget. 
 
Directors of Videotape (VT) Editing – Raj Shah and Paul Maas 
VYP currently employs 4 VT editors, but the senior 2 VT editors joined VYP when it was formed 
as they had previously worked closely with Steve Voddil and John Young on several 
programmes. The Joint MD’s had identified the skills that these 2 editors possessed and their 
ability to produce exceptionally good finished programmes. Raj Shah and Paul Maas were both 
given small shareholdings in VYP when the company was formed. 
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Appendix 1 (page 2) 
 

VYP’s key personnel (continued) 
 
Business and Legal Affairs Director – Les Fisher 
 
Les Fisher, aged 48, has worked in the entertainment business for over 20 years and brings a 
wealth of experience to the company. When VYP was first established it outsourced all of its 
legal work, but as the company grew it was clear that it needed in-house legal expertise to 
manage the many contracts that VYP generates. VYP has contracts with a variety of entities, 
including the broadcast companies that commission the work, the artists and presenters 
involved with the programmes and also the many contracts with outsourcing companies and 
freelance individuals. It is common in this industry to have in-house legal expertise to protect the 
company from all of the problems that can occur and to ensure that all contracts are as “water-
tight” as possible. He has 2 legal assistants who process much of the paperwork, but VYP 
programme directors are not allowed to commit to anything, in legal or business terms, before 
Les Fisher has seen and approved the contract. When Les Fisher joined VYP in 2005 he 
insisted on having an equity stake in the company. 
 
Human Resources Director – Ralph White 
 
Ralph White, aged 45, works part-time for VYP and outsources all aspects of HR and payroll to 
a specialised company. The outsourcing of the HR functions has worked extremely well and 
allows VYP to maintain a small number of employees which helps it to maintain flexibility in this 
industry. Ralph White works closely with the programme producers to identify and hire skilled 
freelance people required to work on specific programmes. 
 
Head of International Sales – Tom Harrison 
 
Tom Harrison, aged 28, is responsible for selling TV programmes or the format of programmes 
to overseas broadcast companies. The sale of programmes internationally generates much 
publicity for VYP and generates additional income. Tom Harrison joined VYP in 2007 and in the 
last financial year he generated sales of £1.3 million. 
 
Head of Programme Commissioning – Sara Mills 
 
Sara Mills, aged 35, had previously worked for one of the UK’s commercial TV broadcast 
companies in the opposite role, where she used to select programmes to be commissioned from 
independent TV production companies. When Steve Voddil and John Young decided to 
establish VYP, they knew the importance of having an experienced person to deal with all of the 
details concerning programme commissioning, including understanding of programme budgets 
and programme concepts. As programme makers, both Steve Voddil and John Young 
recognised that she had an excellent grasp of details and a better understanding of the financial 
aspects of programme-making than they did. Sara Mills has been excellent at helping the 
company to achieve growth in programme commissions each year. She has recently 
approached Steve Voddil and John Young to ask whether she can participate in the company’s 
success as she does not consider that her skills are being fully recognised and rewarded. 
 
Programme Directors 
 
VYP employs 14 programme directors. These programme directors are talented, highly paid 
individuals who are the creative driving force behind the programmes that they create. Most of 
the time, the programme idea originates from the programme director. The programme directors 
see the idea through from original concept to getting the programme commissioned, and then 
through to the final edited version of each programme. The director works along side almost all 
of the production people and is the senior person involved with the making of each programme. 
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Appendix 2 
 

Extracts from VYP’s Statement of Comprehensive Income 
 
 

 Year ended 
31 March 2010  

     Year ended 
     31 March 2009 

   
£’000 

  
£’000 

     
Sales revenue  28,610  20,620 

 
Operating costs  25,228  18,116 

 
Operating profit  

  
3,382 

 

  
2,504 

Finance costs (net)  133  145 
 

Tax expense (effective tax rate is 30%)  975  708 

 
Profit for the period 

  
2,274 

  
1,651 
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Appendix 3 
 
 

Analysis of programmes and revenues 
for programmes completed in financial year ended March 2010 

 
 
 

Programme genre Number of 
different 
types of 

programme 

Total 
number of 

programmes 
completed 

Total 
number of 

programme 
hours 

Average 
commissioning 

revenue per 
hour 

Total 
revenue  

    £’000 £’000 
 

Documentaries  6  45   36.4 184.1   6,700 
      
Drama series  2  23   16.0 426.3   6,820 
      
Scripted comedy  4  90   41.4 251.4 10,410 
      
General 
entertainment 

 
 6 

 
 39 

 
  27.5 

 
122.9 

 
  3,380 

 
Totals / averages 

 
18 

 
197 

 
121.3 

 
225.1 

 
27,310 

 

 
International sale 
of programmes  

     
  1,300 

 
Total revenue  

     
28,610 
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Appendix 4 
 

Analysis of margins by programme genre 
 
 Year ended 

31 March 2010 
Year ended 

31 March 2009 
 

Programme genre Revenues Operating 
profit 

Margin 
% 

Revenues Operating 
profit 

Margin 
% 

 £’000 £’000  £’000 £’000 
 

 

Documentaries  6,700   660  9.9%  6,900   694 10.1% 
       
Drama series  6,820   520  7.6%       0       0 - 
       
Scripted comedy 10,410   985  9.5%  9,840 1,005 10.2% 
       
Entertainment  3,380   407 12.0%  2,970   300 10.1% 
       

 
Totals / Average 

 
27,310 

 
2,572 

 

 
 9.4% 

 
19,710 

 
1,999 

 
10.1% 

 
International sale 
of programmes 

 
 1,300 

 
  810 

 
62.3% 

 
    910  

 
   505 

 
55.5% 

 
Totals 

 
28,610 

 
3,382 

 

 
11.8% 

 
20,620 

 
2,504 

 
12.1% 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




